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Abstract. Left permutable multiplicative setsS for an associative ringR are defined. Particularly, this
notion includes commutative multiplicative sets of the associative ring. We also define the notion of the
left S-ideal and prove, that each leftS-ideal, maximal with respect to being disjoint fromS, is left strongly
prime.
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All considered rings are associative with identity element.A ⊂ B means thatA is a
proper subset ofB.

Let R be a nonzero ring. We recall that a left idealp ⊂ R is called(left) strongly
prime if for eachu �∈ p there exists a finite setα1, ...,αn ∈ R, n = n(u), such that
rα1u, ..., rαnu ∈ p, wherer ∈ R, implies thatr ∈ p. Each such subset{α1u, ...,αnu}
is calledan insulatorof u for p. Evidently, maximal left ideals are strongly prime.
WhenR is commutative, strongly prime ideals are precisely prime ideals. When the
zero ideal is left strongly prime, we obtain the notion of a left strongly prime ring,
introduced and investigated in [2]. Basic properties of the left strongly prime ideals
are considered in [3, 4, 7].

1. Multiplicative sets and left strongly prime ideals

Recall that a subsetS of a ringR is multiplicative, if it is multiplicatively closed and
contains the identity element ofR. By well known important results in commutative
algebra, each idealp ⊂ R, maximal with respect to being disjoint fromS , i.e.,p∩S =
∅, is prime. Also, the setR\p is multiplicative. There are some generalizations of this
result for noncommutative rings. Recall that a subsetS ⊆ R of an associative ring is
an m-systemif 1R ∈ S and for eacha,b ∈ S , there existsr ∈ R such thatarb ∈ S .
Main properties of the m-systems are also well known: a complement of a prime (two-
sided) ideal is an m-system, and each two-sided ideal maximal with respect to being
disjoint from S is prime. This result was generalized for two-sided strongly prime
ideals inR, whenR is viewed as the left module over its multiplication ring ( see [5],
Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 3.5). All mentioned results hold only for the two-sided
ideals. We note that no methods, allowing to construct left strongly prime ideals using
multiplicative sets of a noncommutative ring, were known. We introduce the notion of
a left permutable multiplicative set for an associative ring and get their relations with
a left strongly prime ideals of a ring.
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LetR be a nonzero ring. Denote byF(R) the set which elements are all finite subsets
of the ringR, endowed with the structure of monoid under standard multiplication,
induced by the multiplication of the ring: if{a1, ..., an} = a, {b1, ..., bm} = b ∈ F(R),
thenab = {aibj }, 1� i � n, 1� j � m.

In what followsS will be a submonoid ofF(R). This means that elements ofS are
finite subsets of the ringR, {1R} ∈ S andS is closed under multiplication mentioned
above. Sendingr ∈ R to the singleton{r} ∈ F(R) we obtain a canonical inclusion of
the multiplicative monoidR into F(R).

We call a submonoidS ⊆ F(R) a left permutable multiplicative set, if for all a,b ∈
S , there existc,d ∈ S , depending froma andb, such thatabc = bd.

Particularly, such are commutative multiplicative subsets of the ringR. Let s =
{a1, ..., am} ⊆ R be any finite subset. ThenS = {sm,m � 0} is commutative, so, left
permutable multiplicative set inF(R).

Note that in terms of elements the left permutability forS ⊆ F(R) particularly
means that for allai ∈ a, bj ∈ b, ck ∈ c, there exist elementsbm ∈ b, dn ∈ d, such
thataibj ck = bmdn.

In the sequel we will need the following lemma.

LEMMA 1. Let a1, ...,an,b1, ...,bn ∈ S , whereS is a left permutable multiplica-
tive set. Then there existcn,d1, ...,dn ∈ S , having propertyakbkcn = bkdk, for all
1� k � n.

Proof. We use induction. The lemma is true forn = 1 by the definition of a left
permutable multiplicative set. Takean+1,bn+1 ∈ S . Let cn,d1, ...,dn ∈ S be such,
that akbkcn = bkdk for 1 � k � n. Takec,d ∈ S for which an+1bn+1c = bn+1d and
e, f ∈ S for which cnce = cf. Then for cn+1 = cnce = cf our assertion holds for all
1� k � n + 1.

We say that a left idealL ⊂ R is disjoint fromS ⊂ F(R) if a � L for all a ∈ S . By
this definition,L can contain some, but not all elements ofa. Evidently, a left ideal
disjoint fromS , exists if and only if the zero subset{0} �∈ S .

Now we introduce the main notion, which enables us to get the main results of this
paper.

A left ideal L ⊆ R is calledanS-ideal, if La ⊆ L for all a ∈ S ⊆ F(R).
This means, thatLa ⊆ L for all elementsa ∈ a wherea ∈ S . Evidently, two-sided

ideals areS-ideals.

THEOREM 1. LetS ⊂ F(R) be a left permutable multiplicative set. Then each left
S-ideal p ⊂ R, maximal with respect to being disjoint fromS , is left strongly prime.
Such a leftS-ideal exists if and only if{0} �∈ S

Proof. Consider the familyL = {Li, i ∈ I} of all proper leftS-ideals of a ringR,
disjoint fromS . As noted above,L is not empty if and only if{0} �∈ S , because then
L = 0 belongs to the family. So, when{0} �∈ S , thenL is not empty and inductive,
because elements ofS contain only finite number of elements of the ring. Thus, by
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Zorn’s lemma,L contains at least one maximal elementp ∈ L. We show thatp is left
strongly prime ideal. Letu �∈ p. DenoteuS= {ua} ⊆ R wherea ∈ a ∈ S .

Thenp+RuS is anS-ideal properly containingp, soa ⊆ p+RuS for somea ∈ S .
Thus, for eachak ∈ a we have expressions

ak = pk + αk1ufk1 + ... + αkmufkm,

wherepk ∈ p, αki ∈ R, fki ∈ fki ∈ S . We show that the finite set{αkiu}, consisting
of all elementsαkiu in these expressions, is an insulator ofu for p. Indeed, let all
elementsrαkiu ∈ p for somer ∈ R. Then, becausep is anS-ideal, elementsrαkiufki

also belong top. Thus all rak ∈ p, so ra ⊆ p. If r �∈ p, then, analogously, the left
S-idealp + RrS contains some subsetb ∈ S . So, for allbl ∈ b we would have

bl = ql + βl1rgl1 + ... + βlnrgln,

with someql ∈ p, βlj ∈ R, glj ∈ glj ∈ S . By Lemma 1, there existc,dlj ∈ S , such
thatglj ac = adlj for all glj . Multiplying all expressions forbl by ac, we immediately
obtain thatbac ⊆ p. But bac ∈ S , so this is a contradiction withp being disjoint from
S . Sor ∈ p andp is left strongly prime.

Moreover, we have showed that elements fromS are insulators of the 1R for p, i.e.,
ra ⊆ p impliesr ∈ p for all a ∈ S .

Remark 1.Evidently, if each leftS-idealLα ∈ L contains some left idealL, then
the same argument gives us a left strongly primeS-idealp containingL.

COROLLARY 1. Let s = {a1, ..., an} ⊆ R be a non-nilpotent subset,S = {sm, m �
0}. Then there exists a left strongly primeS-ideal disjoint fromS .

Proof. Indeed,S is commutative and, becauses is non-nilpotent subset ofR, {0} �∈
S , so the zero ideal ofR is disjoint fromS and L �= ∅. So, by Theorem 1, there
exists left strongly prime idealp, having propertiesps ⊆ p andsm �⊆ p for all m ∈ N.
Particularlys �⊆ p.
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REZIUMĖ

A. Kaučikas. Kairiosios perstatomos multiplikatyviosios aib˙es ir stipriai pirminiai žied↪u idealai

Apibrėžtos kairiosios perstatomos multiplikatyviosios žied↪u aibėsS ir kairieji S-idealai. ↪Irodyta, kad
kiekvienas maksimalus kairysis žiedo idealas, nesikertantis suS, yra stipriai pirminis.

Raktiniai žodžiai:(kairysis) stipriai pirminis idealas, izoliatorius, multiplikatyvioji aibė; kairysis stipriai
pirminis radikalas.


